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The Afterlife
of a Suicide
AND THE ROYAL SENDOFF FOR A QUEENMOTHER
OF THE ASHANTI
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When Nana Afua Frema Tatuo II, the queenmother of Wenchi in the Ashanti kingdom, phoned from Ghana to relay the news of the death of her brother the chief, Nana
Kusi Apea I, I sent a memorial gift for the library room in a building she wanted to construct in his honor. Just a year later, in 2016, when I received the news of Nana Frema’s
own death, I responded, impulsively, that I would like to attend her funeral as long as
the family would welcome my presence. The queenmother’s younger daughter, Nana
Doris, didn’t hesitate either in extending an invitation.
Because of the extensive preparations necessary for a royal funeral, it is months
later when my husband, Jim, and I are on our way. After too many hours in the white air
between New York and Accra, the confetti of corrugated rooftops creates a multicolored
mix of red and green and blue, matching the clay earth and the tropical vegetation and
the ocean we’ve crossed. Since my last visit, the airport has been upgraded to generic, but
I know where I am by the embracing way the arriving passengers are welcomed. One of
Nana Frema’s 11 granddaughters introduces herself and guides Jim and me to the adjacent terminal to get tickets for the connecting flight to Kumasi, the capital of the Ashanti
kingdom. The extended family is assembling from far and wide for this royal occasion.
Sentimentally, I’ve packed the long black dress that I wore for my first reunion with
the queenmother after a 30-year absence, and Jim will wear the first black suit he has
bought since leaving the priesthood nearly 50 years ago. We’ve been asked to provide a
comprehensive list of our measurements and told that formal outfits will be sewn for
us from commemorative fabrics. But that’s all we’re given to imagine about what will
Alexandra Marshall is the author of five novels and a nonfiction book. This essay is adapted from her
forthcoming memoir, The Silence of Your Name: The Afterlife of a Suicide, to be published next fall.
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be five choreographed days of ritual mourning and celebration. The author and her husband, Timothy Buxton,
The next morning, in Wenchi, where we have been driven during their first year of
marriage. They would volfrom Kumasi, a pair of peacocks strolls through our breakfast unteer
together in Ghana.
in the open-air restaurant of our newly built hotel. There I
admire the classically draped fabric worn by the extroverted
man at the next table, who introduces himself as Nana Frema’s nephew, Nana Kusi’s
son. His Adinkra cloth is stamped with Ashanti symbols I recognize, and when I tell
him I have a favorite proverb, Sankofa, he hands me the book of proverbs he travels
with. The Sankofa proverb—Sanko (“go back”) and fa (“take”)— teaches “the wisdom
in learning from the past, which helps in building the future.”
Dressed in our own black-on-black, Jim and I are taken to the queenmother’s
house for a second breakfast of tea, eggs, meat pastries, and two kinds of porridge. This
is offered with an insistent hospitality, while on the adjacent balcony is an extensive
buffet of African food that will be provided meal after meal for the family and their
guests but is understood as not being our cup of tea.
The walls along the lane are draped with red and black bunting, and it’s a short walk
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to the largest of the houses in the compound, where rows of red and black folding chairs
are set up on both sides of the spacious veranda. This is the home of the queenmother’s
eldest brother, Dr. Kofi Abrefa Busia, Ghana’s second prime minister, whose Progress
Party won a landslide victory in the nation’s 1969 election, but who was ousted after
three years in a military coup and died in exile. The building had been seized for use as
a police barracks, and only recently released to his children for restoration.
Our translator and interpreter for the proceedings is Nana Abena Busia, the
daughter of the late prime minister. (Nana means “ancestor” and is an honorific for
all members of the royal family, including the king.) I am meeting her for the first time
but know of her as a poet and professor at Rutgers University. She still speaks in very
vivid detail about her father’s death, with a mix of bitterness and resignation. Next to
his marble monument at the center of this family compound is a mature orange tree
in full fragrant bloom.
As we follow Nana Doris around the freshly whitewashed perimeter, like her we
shake hands with each of perhaps 100 people sitting in the front row. This is a custom
that will be observed all this day and the next by a steady stream of mourners who
shake hands coming and going, as they file by to view the body.
We’re told that it is traditional to designate a particular family to prepare the bodies of royalty, but this fact is by no means adequate preparation for the display of Nana
Frema’s body. She is lying on a high brass bed under a blanket of flowers, her entire
exposed right arm ringed with gold bracelets and with large gold rings on all her fingers. Stands of white flowers form a headboard, and although she is protected by both
ceremonial crossed swords and real sword-bearing guards, a number of the mourners
take advantage of the opportunity for a souvenir photo, even a selfie.
For these customary preparations to be made, seven months have passed since her
death. So I am startled and impressed by what I can only call the lovely quality of the
queenmother’s skin, and by her peaceful expression. Indeed, to my surprise, what I
feel in seeing her is a transformative tranquility that endures throughout that day and
the next, as we pass by several more times to witness her body dressed in an exquisite
series of different traditional cloths. In a corner of the large room, a conventional dark
wooden casket with metal handles sits ready, and looks quite out of place.

I revisited Ghana in 2000 to mark the 30th anniversary of the suicide here in Wenchi of my first husband, Tim, on the third morning after our arrival as co-leaders of a
group of American and Canadian student volunteers for Operation Crossroads Africa,
an organization President Kennedy had called “the progenitor of the Peace Corps.” I had
met Jim seven years after Tim’s death, learning early on that, by a coincidence as eerie as
their rhyming names, Jim had been in Ghana just ahead of Tim and me, in a town farther
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along the red clay road that ran through Wenchi. But though I would gladly invite Jim
to return with me on subsequent visits, I needed this journey to be mine alone.
Tim had been dead longer than he was alive, and with the approach of the new
millennium, I had finally gotten up the courage to mark that 30th anniversary with a
long-deferred reckoning. I got back in touch with Crossroads, but without knowing
how to alert those in Wenchi with whom I most wanted to connect, I decided I would
simply arrive. If I was always trying to keep Tim alive in memory to compensate for
what more I might have done when I had the chance, wasn’t I also trying to keep myself
alive to the radical difference between life and death?
But my traveler’s luck kicked in like an insurance policy when I saw among the
disembarking passengers a dear friend, a member of my book group back in Boston,
being moved through the chaos of the terminal in Accra. Dr. Juliette Tuakli was being
met by her godfather, Ambassador Kojo Amoo-Gottfried, a retired diplomat who kindly
invited me along to take a plush seat in the draperied VIP lounge while others saw to
passport control and baggage handling.
The next day the hotel desk clerk delivered a message from Juliette to say she
would pick me up that night to meet her godfather for a drink. And there, under a fluorescent full moon, on the large terrace of an outdoor nightclub a mile down the beach
from my hotel, we were joined by the ambassador and a woman about my age whom
he introduced as a fashion designer named Nana Akua Busia, the niece of Wenchi’s
chief and queenmother.
Nana Akua told me that not only were her uncle and aunt still alive, but Nana
Frema also happened to be in Accra just then. In asking her whether she thought the
queenmother might be willing to meet with me, I felt deeply embarrassed to have
arrived in their country so unannounced, and so long overdue.
I risked overdressing the next evening in my long black sheath, but my decision
proved fortunate when the queenmother crossed my hotel’s lobby in a floor-length
ivory satin strapless dress with a matching stole over one shoulder. She wore elegant
pearl jewelry, but her vibrant face seemed unchanged from the first time we’d met, on
the day of our arrival in 1970. She had impressed me indelibly then, at once traditional
and cosmopolitan, by wearing the crisp white uniform of a nurse-midwife.
Nana Frema and her niece and I were seated at a small round table in the hotel’s
formal dining room. Too many waiters had too little to do, but the setting proved
conducive and was made cozy by the candlelight that prompted the queenmother
to wonder why they would waste candles when the electricity hadn’t gone out. In
Wenchi, in 1970, the power had been rationed by the use of a town generator that
was cut off at night. I hadn’t forgotten having had to use a flashlight to help Tim take
the medication he had been prescribed for the radical sleep deprivation that, as it
turned out, had already taken him to the edge. All these years later, I suddenly real-
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ized, I had no idea, none at all, of what I was to find in Wenchi.
When the queenmother inquired about my intentions in going there, I answered
that I wished to pay my respects to her and her brother, the chief, in order to express
my profound regret and gratitude. If I was improvising, I was also summoning up my
truest feelings. She asked to hear more.
So I began by describing who my young husband had been, the scholar-athlete
ideal who so rapidly and unaccountably became completely debilitated and demoralized. I talked about the sudden fever on our third day after arriving in Ghana and the
provisional diagnosis of malaria, which was then compounded, during an overnight
hospital stay in Accra, by dysentery. I mentioned his frightening experience on our
first afternoon in Accra of thinking he would drown in the Gulf of Guinea’s treacherous undertow. I told her that, on the day before he killed himself, his lament that he
would never again play tennis ought to have meant more to me than it did. I wanted
her to have a sense of him other than the horrific way his life had ended.
She listened to all this with the attentive compassion of a nurse. And then she
asked, “But don’t you think it was a bit selfish of him?”

In the late afternoon of the second day of mourning Nana Frema, the required
black clothing is sporadically interrupted by the regalia of variously affiliated groups,
such as the women who wear sashes denoting the Planned Parenthood Association of
Ghana, which the queenmother had helped establish in the region. The colorful highlight is the parade of artfully arranged gifts borne in enormous silvery bowls upon the
heads of six young women. This symbolic display is a generous offering by the in-laws
to provide necessities for what is called “the journey to the ancestors,” so it includes
bottles of water, cellophane-wrapped sweets, juice boxes, alcohol (a local liquor for
libation but also imported whiskies), rolled handkerchiefs representing the flags of
Great Britain, the United States, and Canada to represent the Ghanaian diaspora, and
decorative pillows and blankets.
When I was asked to write something for what is called a “tribute pamphlet,” I
welcomed the opportunity to honor the queenmother as well as to account for my
presence at her funeral. Then I am told that it will be published, and asked if I am willing to read my tribute aloud. I agree without any sense—except for being wholly disinclined to refuse anybody anything—of what this entails. But it isn’t mentioned again,
so I relax, until our ride to the church the next morning ends with my being escorted
into what feels too much like a place of honor. As a way to keep breathing, I tell myself
with every exhalation, “This isn’t about you. It’s not about you.”
The casket is borne down the aisle and placed on what looks like a dining room
table dressed with one of Nana Frema’s own lace tablecloths. In addition to the presid-
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ing Methodist bishop are 20 other Christian clergy, all Ghanaian. The author in Ghana in
2000 at a reunion with
In the balcony are two choirs, and the queenmother is described Nana Frema, the queenmother, and her niece
in the opening remarks as a “mellow soprano” who gave her last Nana
Akua Busia
solo performance just days before her death. Though with this
introduction the first hymn seems tame, the restraint proves
only temporary.
The red-and-black cotton fabric commissioned for everyone to wear on this day
has been crafted into a cuffed shirt for Jim and, for me, a long skirt with a flared top
embellished with black lace sleeves. The fabric’s pattern consists of Nana Frema’s royal
name and dates encircling a stool carved with the Adinkra proverb Gye Nyame (“Except
God”) to designate that there was no one present at the creation and there will be no
one present at the end—except God. I’m glad to discover that this tight-fitting dress
is keeping me cooler than my synthetic travel wardrobe, and although our skin now
looks even more pink, we blend in.
The “tribute pamphlet” turns out to be an elaborate book, illustrated with 100
photographs, that is distributed to the congregation. The first tribute is being read by
the queenmother’s first daughter, Nana Amerley, but there is a commotion when a
man seated two rows behind me stands up to register a vigorous protest. As the buzz
subsides, I ask the granddaughter seated next to me to translate, and she tells me the
man was asking why, with so many present who don’t easily understand English, the
tribute wasn’t being offered in Twi.
So when I’m introduced as the next speaker, I come forward timidly. But in offering
my honest apology for being unable to deliver my remarks in Twi, I hear the murmur
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of affirmation. The church then seems to settle into an unnatural quiet as, word by
word, I slowly recount my arrival in Wenchi in the summer of 1970. I recall the traditional welcome ceremonies that greeted us, and describe my first impression of Nana
Frema dressed in her white uniform. And then, when I go on to say, “Two mornings
later, we awoke to discover that my husband had committed suicide,” I hear a muted
gasp and know that I am being understood.
My page in the tribute book includes both a current picture of me and a sweet snapshot from 2000 that shows me with the chief and his wife and sister, we four squeezed
together onto his couch. I say, “The Busia family story is heroic, and I am proud to be
associated with it. The queenmother’s long and loving devotion to her royal duties and
to her family legacy are made evident by the universal grief felt at her death.”
Seated again among the family, I realize that when Tim died, he was the age of
these grandchildren, and I suddenly feel his presence and a fresh grief at his loss. I
experience again the consequence of my request for cremation, causing Tim’s body
to be incinerated on a hilltop in Ghana. But by the process of elimination—his, of himself—he had given himself over not only to my care but also to the kindness of all these
good people. In this I find a new consolation.
I can feel myself giving way, giving in, giving myself over to the mystery that, after
all these years, I still long to understand. What I do understand at last is that, here, I
am accepted and embraced—I am taken at my word—and with the gift of this blessed
recognition I feel such heat generated from within that, for the first time in my life, I
think I might faint.

During our dinner at my hotel in 2000, the queenmother had described the suffering her family endured after the coup against the prime minister and his subsequent
death in exile. Her own designation as queenmother was challenged, and to make ends
meet, she’d had to turn a portion of her home into a guesthouse. As we parted company
after dinner that evening, she invited me to stay there when I came to Wenchi, writing her instructions on a scrap of paper for me to present to her housekeeper. “Take
good care of the bearer of this note, put her upstairs. She is my guest. Take good care
of her; take her upstairs and give her a fan. Take her to greet Nana Kusi. Thank you.”
The city of Kumasi is the capital of the Ashanti region in the center of Ghana, but
the express bus from Accra made numerous unscheduled stops and became so densely
packed by the end of the extended ride that I only hoped the driver had enough legroom to hit the brakes. Once there I hired a car and driver to visit the hospital morgue
where Tim’s body had been held, and then the City Cemetery where, in place of the
unmarked cremation site I remembered, there now stood a structure consisting of
four tall brick columns—like chimneys—on a raised concrete slab. Off to one side was
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a shoulder-high metal sign that read “Ghana Cremation Society.”
The road northwest from Kumasi to Wenchi had been tarred, but it still took many
hours to travel. In fact, the queenmother had managed to arrive home just ahead of
me and found it possible, at her lace-draped dining room table, to serve me a delicious
multicourse meal. She then showed me to her hot-pink guest room, where I spent that
long night, wide awake, lying on brand-new lilac-patterned sheets and listening to my
table fan spinning, against the staccato of an insistent rooster.
The following morning, Nana Frema took me next door to greet her brother the
chief. I knew the formal exchange of greetings begins with a welcome—“Akwaaba!”—
and my being asked to state the reason for my visit. So I responded that I’d come to offer
the chief my respect and deep gratitude for having so kindly cared for the Crossroads
volunteers who had stayed on after the death of my husband. Because this meeting
took place in a reception room at his house rather than in public—as on the day of our
only other meeting, when he received us with formal speeches and a shared goblet of
palm wine and the presentation of a pair of live chickens—we were now permitted to
speak back and forth in English without the intermediate presence of the royal linguist, whose duty it was to both translate and embellish.
Here the chief was seated on his couch across a low coffee table from my chair, and
he was wearing a lime-colored, embroidered dashiki with matching trousers. The first
thing he asked me was whether I knew that he had paid for Tim’s coffin. Which I did not.
I’d assumed that the coffin was ready-made, so quickly had it been provided, never
imagining it as a special commission. I realized now that its flamboyant gold paint and
porthole-like windows, whatever their significance, must have made it expensive. A photograph of that visit to the chief shows me seated next to him with an expression I recognize as one of boundless thanks. Thanks that, however sincere, were absurdly belated.
The queenmother then asked if I would like to visit the house where Tim died. I
remembered that the main road ran right by it, but in 1970 the packed clay had been
interrupted by only a token stretch of fresh black tar at the crossroads, an upgrade
meant to designate Wenchi as the ancestral village of a chief of state. Now the road
was a fully paved highway. As I stood with my back to it, I made myself look, just look.
The top floor of the square, beige, two-story residence was accessed by an exterior staircase with a solid new railing leading to a narrow balcony outside the room
where the Dutch doctor had pronounced Tim’s death. Now the balcony was edged
with a raised planter containing a row of spiky succulents, and four poles supporting
the balcony’s roof were painted blue.
The queenmother’s request for permission to enter was answered by the current
resident’s melodic “Akwaaba!” We stepped through the open door into the hallway,
which was now painted the same pink as the queenmother’s guest bedroom. I knew
which closed door concealed the shower room, but we were first invited into her liv-
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ing room, which was crowded with upholstered chairs and an oversized couch. From
where I sat, I could look into the little room where the spare bed had been made up for
Tim in the middle of his next-to-last night. A French-Canadian couple had taken us
into their house at the doctor’s request, after he concluded that Tim wasn’t sick enough
to admit to the hospital. I couldn’t have imagined the intimacy that would be forced
upon us in the next 24 hours, beginning with our host’s urgent summons, “Viens! Viens!”
The queenmother encouraged me not only to see the small shower room but also
to take a picture of it, which I did, like a tourist at any historical site. Those walls were
now painted blue and tiled white to shoulder height, domesticating the cubicle I remembered as unadorned. From that threshold, I noted how the showerhead extended in
an arc from the left wall, with two corner shelves for bathing supplies and two thin
towels hanging on a high rack. The cement floor was bare except for a white enamel
basin with a smaller blue plastic bowl inside it. I knew I still could not make myself
cross that threshold, but from that same spot where I couldn’t, before, I made myself
examine the ordinary drain down which Tim’s life had vanished. I looked, and I saw it.
Later on that other morning, I’d witnessed a formal procession of the council of
elders, led by the chief, all of them robed in black Adinkra cloth. A bearer held a large
black parasol over the chief as they smoothly navigated that exterior staircase to enter
the same doorway through which Tim’s body had been removed from the building
to the flatbed truck that took it to the Kumasi morgue. Their mission was to expel
the evil spirits in order to purify those tainted premises. Now, all these years later, it
seemed to have worked.
I left the building this time struck by its mundane character, and by the nonchalance with which I’d been received. It was as if the terrible event that had taken place
in that shower cubicle had passed into the realm of legend, which almost made me
feel as if I were no longer held to blame. Or maybe never had been.

It’s now the lunch break, and while the buffet is being assembled, we relax with
the relatives on the second-story porch. Jim joins the men in a bottle of Star that I
decline, knowing a beer would put me to sleep. As if Jim has the same thought, after a
few sips he sets the bottle on the floor beside him, and leaves it there.
The imported Christian rites will resume the next morning, but this afternoon is
dedicated to a significantly larger and, to us, more exotic assembly of dignitaries paying their respects according to ancient custom. The procession past the seated family
takes place in a vast open field encircled with 30 black and red tents that suggest the
set of a Shakespearean battlefield, especially once the parade of chiefs gets underway,
each with an entourage including his linguist, his stool carrier, and a token warrior.
There is drumming and dancing, and all the while the voice of an unseen emcee, speak-
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ing in Twi, blares through the loudspeakers to announce the guests, At the funeral for Nana
Frema, from left, Nana
including the black-suited delegation sent by Ghana’s president, and Akua, Nana Abena Busia,
author, and her husa prominent cluster of Muslim clerics in pastel robes. In this crowd the
band James Carroll
of more than a thousand people, we are seated in the second row
with Nana Akua the fashion designer and Nana Abena the poet-professor, but we need no translation when, periodically, in English, the loud voice acknowledges “the two white people who have come all the way from America to mourn with us.”
We are perhaps still smiling at that when one of the men with whom we’d sat on
the porch at midday passes by, shaking hands all along the way but leaning in with a
smile of his own as he says to Jim, “I finished your beer.”
This open field is located off the dirt lane called Hospital Road, and sure enough,
the yellow building that I can see from here is where I’d brought Tim, on foot, seeking
help, 24 hours before he killed himself. In the middle of that night, once the doctor
concluded from Tim’s vital signs that he wasn’t sick enough to be admitted, he drove
us back to that spare room and administered a sedative intended to calm Tim.
Clinicians observe that a calm may settle over a person once the decision is made
to commit suicide, but based on Tim’s diary, I can’t say this was—yet—the case. A last
meticulously observant journal entry was his discovery that “so many thoughts fill
such a short time—now I understand the theory that a full narrative dream can take
only a part of a second.”
My own unrequited efforts to attain clarity were best satisfied many years later
by a psychoanalyst friend on a balmy afternoon’s walk. When she defined a suicide as
having sufficient ego strength to kill oneself, but insufficient ego strength to not kill
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oneself, I felt that, without knowing precisely what I was asking for, she’d given it to me.
And yet, finding myself on Hospital Road again, another large question remains
unanswered. By what calamitous process does a breakfast breadknife become a weapon?

The official postmortem examination provided by the Kumasi hospital reported,
“A white American aged 28 years, tall, well-built, was alleged to have stabbed himself
to death on the 10th of July, 1970, at Wenchi. He was said to be left-handed.”
Because the police first suspected murder, to explain why the right side of Tim’s
neck was cut I supplied the logic that my husband was left-handed. “So am I,” I added
idiotically, as if I could imagine slitting my own throat. Our host gave corroborating
testimony that he’d wakened me just before dawn—“Viens! Viens!”—upon discovering
Tim barely alive on the shower-room floor.
I can’t pretend to have taken in more than Tim’s torso smeared with blood, not
when in my panic I leapt on the excuse of seeking help by jumping onto the back of
our host’s motorcycle as he sped away. It wasn’t that he was asking me to come with
him to fetch the doctor, rather that, if I’d stayed, I’d have needed the power to save
Tim’s life. And what then? By fleeing, wasn’t I also protecting us both from having to
confront, face to face, what he’d done to himself? This may be true. But, primarily, I
escaped. This is the flaw, in me, that cancels out his. It’s the love I still feel for him.
He was alive when we got back, giving the doctor a life to try to save. On the cement
balcony where I waited, I already knew that for the rest of my own life I would be guilty
of abandoning Tim. When the doctor reemerged from the shower room, he regarded me
through the rectangular metal-rimmed glasses that I still always notice on European men
because of him. “Your husband is died. Dead,” he said, correcting his grammar.
I won’t say I’ve never once asked myself, “Why me?” But with my unarguable
advantage as the survivor, the more compulsory question was always “Why him? ”
When Tim was so talented, and deservedly rewarded for all his efforts, who was he to
prove capable of dying like this?
“Nietzsche and Dionysus” was the title of Tim’s thesis at Princeton, a passionate
reiteration of the struggle between critical-rational power and creative-intuitive power.
Similarly, his own persuasive enthusiasm combined with a darker dread, a misleadingly thin membrane over an intelligence that couldn’t keep up with itself. As the son
of a distinguished—a heroic—physician whose halves didn’t adhere either, Tim died
a boy in earnest search of the man he would never become.
His insecurities turned out to be cosmic compared with mine, but since his were
so strenuously concealed, they were invisible. And because he was very, very good at
what he was good at—at what he was already comfortable with—I didn’t recognize his
range as being restricted. It felt way bigger than mine, but wasn’t.
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I was the restless daughter of a bored housewife and a corporate lawyer, a man unanimously regarded as the most stubbornly diligent worker in his world-famous Manhattan
firm. During my father’s Navy service in the Pacific, it had been decided that I should be
born in their Pennsylvania steel town, so my mother returned from their Upper East
Side apartment to her parents’ home on East State Street. I would meet my father for the
first time when I was 13 months old, and though I’ve always identified myself as a New
Yorker, I was in fact solidly raised on, and am characterized by, their small-town values.
More to the point for travel to Ghana, I had managed to persuade my conventional
parents to invest, after I graduated from college, in a $1,200 round-the-world plane
ticket. It would be a better education, I argued—and I was right—than graduate school.
I’d spend most of that year in Asia and Africa, where I learned the essential life lesson,
for a white person, of being a member of the minority race.

The news of Tim’s death was relayed from Wenchi to the Crossroads office in New
York in a cable I didn’t compose, which said Tim “committed suicide result of depression following illness and imagined inability to lead.” The program’s founder phoned
my father at his office, where my mother rushed his passport and an overnight bag
containing one extra button-down shirt and a change of socks and underwear. At
JFK, he got the required yellow-fever shot before boarding the first of two eight-hour
flights, arriving in Accra fully expecting to fetch me home by return flight. Instead, he
would find himself patiently acquiescing to local protocol, specifically the maddening
postcolonial triplicate paperwork that only once caused him to sputter, “I’m calling
Bill Rogers!” To which, when I laughed, so did he, with the realization that, unlike his
politics, mine forbade association with President Nixon’s secretary of state, no matter how good a guy he might be.
I hesitate to recall those awful days as precious, but they were. With my father’s
arrival in Accra, the discrepancy between his Wall Street suit and the airport’s succession of nonfunctioning monitors—each bearing a publicity photo of soul brother
James Brown in place of flight information—dissolved into my greater relief that he’d
come in such haste, bearing such love.
Tim’s father had died exactly a year earlier and had been cremated, so I guessed
that Tim would choose cremation for himself too. In my ignorance of Ghanaian funeral
tradition, I was informed that cremation was customary only in the minority Hindu
community, and that, even when modified for foreigners, this ritual involved a pyre
of stacked logs to be ignited by the male next-of-kin. My father was asked to consent
to performing this role, and he did.
I bought an armload of flowers that I carried through the gates of the Kumasi
City Cemetery, uphill to its highest point, where a slab of earth had been laid with a
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rectangular wooden tower constructed like a log cabin. I wondered at the gold-painted
coffin’s pairs of rectangular porthole-like windows inexplicably inserted on each side,
and while I didn’t ask how the coffin came to be provided, I saw how it rested on top
of the pyre like a penthouse, with the midday sun glinting off the glass and the glittery
paint creating a cartoonish effect, as if in sky-bound arrows of light.
We were met at the cremation site by the head of the Hindu community, whose
white-robed priestly authority seemed absolute. The sleeves of my father’s white
Oxford shirt were rolled back, and my bare legs were exposed under the black-andwhite striped skirt, shorter than a café curtain, that I had pressed in Wenchi with an
iron powered by live coals.
With incense burning, we were instructed to place a coconut at each corner of the
pyre to designate the four compass points. From a small fire off to the side, my father lit
the torch he then touched to the pyre, and when kerosene was poured on, the orange
flames bulged cinematically into a mass of dense black smoke. I leaned into that heat
and recall trying not to breathe, but how could I not? What other air was there?
For all the horror of that moment when my father lit the pyre and Tim’s body was set
on fire in a roar of heat, there was also something splendid—yes, to counterbalance the
terrible might of what Tim had done to himself—in the sheer power of this aftermath.
There were no flights back to Accra that late in the day, so my dad hired a driver.
We had no luggage, just his leather briefcase and the gray canvas backpack I’d mostly
emptied in Wenchi, where others needed my clothes more than I did. I’d left Tim’s
matching backpack behind for the same reason, saving only his orphaned journal, the
Timex watch I was already wearing, and the favorite navy striped T-shirt that would
be my nightgown until it wore out.
No electricity illuminated any of the towns and villages bisected by this road to
the capital, and in the darkness I asked my corporate father to tell me about the ritual
bathing of Tim’s body, the Hindu custom requiring his presence while prohibiting mine.
Of all the culture shock that I’d subjected him to on a journey intended to rescue me,
I worried that this may have exceeded his tolerance.
So I was comforted by his calm witness. He told me Tim looked like a little boy. I
held my dad’s hand for the rest of the ride, like a little girl.

It’s a relief to Jim and me when, at the end of this long day of ceremonies, we’re
offered a ride to our lodgings, where we fall deeply asleep. And when this short night
unfolds into the morning of the final memorial service, we dress in our new formfitting outfits sewn from a different commemorative fabric, now black on white. Yesterday’s “Except God” and today’s “War Sword” Adinkra symbols seem appropriate for a
woman who has been sustained both by her faith and, over the troubled decades since
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being named queenmother at age 24, in 1951, by the valiant force of her determined
will to serve her people with consistent dignity.
The church is again packed to overflowing. Since this final liturgy is one of thanksgiving, the free-flowing tone is almost festive. Perhaps this accounts for the mood that comes
over me when, after the service but before completing our farewells to Nana Frema’s
son and two daughters, we submit to their spontaneous desire to walk down the road
from the church to visit the Busia guesthouse that is still under construction. This is the
building project to which I’d contributed funds after the chief’s death a year earlier, and
now Nana Kusi Apea I and Nana Afua Frema Tatuo II, chief and queenmother, brother
and sister, are to be honored here together. Although it turns out we aren’t able to pass
through the wrought-iron gate because nobody has the key to the padlock, the sight of this
pair of joined buildings with overlapping pale blue corrugated roofing pierces my heart.

For me this moment is made all the more vivid because it both makes no easy sense and
has no need to. The fresh jolt of joy I feel recalls what I believe Proust meant when he
ceases to think of himself as médiocre, contingent, mortel, when all his anxiety about the
future—all doubt—dissipates. Proust asks himself where this joy comes from and how it
comes to him, but even if the simple taste of his madeleine doesn’t logically contain the
reasons for such joy, he feels confident in his sudden understanding that death has no
meaning for him. Situated outside of time, what can he fear of the future? A parallel freedom is my realization that my life is truly my own, and could only have been lived by me.
It feels like home when Jim and I arrive back at the hotel in Accra. I have stayed
here each time since my first return in 2000, always comforted by the mature tropical
plantings that surround the staged outdoor terraces, ever consoled by the memory of
the queenmother’s lasting gift to me here, over dinner, with her encircling welcome
and the sharing of our stories.
After an almost absurdly comfortable sleep and the breakfast buffet that is a banquet
of colonial and local options, I make my customary visit to the steadily rumbling Gulf of
Guinea that is audible, but invisible, behind a dense screen of vegetation. A winding sandy
path leads from the hotel to that shoreline where nobody swims, and although I see that at
some point a few meager warning signs have been posted on the palm trees, the flat gray
sea still conceals its perilous tides and currents. I just need to stand on this beach to stare
at that water where Tim first encountered near-death. Paying my respects, to it and to him.
Even if I could ever reach a conclusion about why Tim killed himself, it would be
insufficient. To resolve the continuing mystery, I have wished to claim Proust’s wisdom for Tim, so that he too might have been released, at least, from fearing the future.
Instead, I see, at last, that it isn’t within my power to create an afterlife for Tim. The
afterlife of his suicide—the life—is my own. l
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